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Abstract
We compute the non-planar contribution to the anomalous dimension of the eighth moment of the twist-2
operators in N = 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory at four loops. This result was obtained from the 
calculations of some elements of the anomalous dimension matrix for twist-2 operators with the help of 
the relations between its elements and eigenvalues. The properties of the obtained result and possible rela-
tions with a planar results are discussed.
© 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
The great interest in the calculations of anomalous dimensions of the composite operators 
comes from the investigations of integrability in the framework of AdS/CFT-correspondence 
[1–3]. In the planar limit there are different calculations [4–17] for the test of Asymptotic Bethe 
Ansatz [18–36] as well as for the spectral equations for the finite length operators [37–42]. The 
calculations are performed perturbatively up to four/five loops [4] for twist-2/twist-3 operators 
and up to one loop more with the using of generalized Lüsher corrections [43,44] for the operators 
with arbitrary Lorentz spin [45–50].
For a non-planar case there are much less results (see Ref. [51]). However, for the di-
rect diagrammatic calculations there is no large difference between the planar and non-planar http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nuclphysb.2014.06.021
0550-3213/© 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
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fourth order in N = 4 SYM theory [52], where non-planar contribution appears for the first time 
for the twist-2 operators. The result was rather surprising, since it contains only ζ5 contribution 
without ζ3 and rational parts:
γ
4-loop, np
Konishi = −
17280
N2c
ζ5g
8, g2 = g
2
YMNc
(4π)2
. (1.1)
The calculations of the ζ5 contribution to the first three even moments allowed us to assume 
the following general form of non-planar contribution to the anomalous dimension of twist-2 
operators with arbitrary Lorentz spin:
γuni,np(j) = −640S21(j − 2)
12
N2c
ζ5g
8 + . . . , S1(j) =
j∑
i=1
1
i
. (1.2)
However, this result is in contradiction with the usual large-j behavior of anomalous dimension, 
which is expected to be proportional lnj (see Ref. [53]), while from Eq. (1.2) we obtain (ln j)2.
Then we calculate the next, second moment for the non-planar contribution to the anomalous 
dimensions of twist-2 operators at fourth order [54]. These results allowed to obtain the ex-
pressions for the fourth and sixth moments of the universal anomalous dimension of the twist-2
operators using the fact, that the non-planar contribution appears at fourth-loop order for the first 
time and in this case we can use a superconformal symmetry of operators:
γuni,np(4) = −360 ζ5 48g
8
N2c
+O(g10), (1.3)
γuni,np(6) = 259 (21 + 70ζ3 − 250ζ5)
48g8
N2c
+O(g10). (1.4)
Unfortunately, the obtained information were not enough to reconstruct a general result for the 
non-planar contribution to the four-loop anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators for the arbi-
trary Lorenz spin of operators. So, we will need to find some more information.
In this paper we present the result of calculations of the non-planar (or color subleading) con-
tribution for the next, eighth moment of the four-loop universal anomalous dimension of twist-2 
operators in N = 4 SYM theory. We discuss also some general properties of the obtained result.
2. Calculations and result
The calculations were performed in the same way, as in our previous works [17,54]. We 
consider the following “QCD-like” color and SU(4) singlet local Wilson twist-2 operators:
Ogμ1,...,μN = SˆGaρμ1Dμ2Dμ3 . . .DμN−1GaρμN , (2.1)
Oλμ1,...,μN = Sˆλ¯ai γμ1Dμ2 . . .DμN λai, (2.2)
Oφμ1,...,μN = Sˆφ¯ar Dμ1Dμ2 . . .DμN φar , (2.3)
where Dμi are covariant derivatives. The spinors λi and field tensor Gρμ describe gauginos and 
gauge fields, respectively, and φr are the complex scalar fields appearing in the N = 4 SYM 
theory. Indices i = 1, · · · , 4 and r = 1, · · · , 3 refer to SU(4) and SO(6)  SU(4) groups of inner 
symmetry, respectively. The symbol Sˆ implies a symmetrization of each tensor in the Lorentz 
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renormalization and the eigenvalues of the matrix are expressed through the one function with 
the shifted argument, usually called universal anomalous dimension (see Refs. [9,55] for details)
γuni(N) =
∞∑
n=0
γ
(n)
uni (N)g
2(n+1). (2.4)
The matrix, which diagonalize the matrix of anomalous dimension, can be used for the 
construction of the multiplicatively renormalizable operators. These operators will mix under 
renormalization and the anomalous dimension matrix will have triangle form in the higher-loop 
orders. However, the diagonal elements will give the universal anomalous dimension with shifted 
argument [9]. These multiplicatively renormalizable operators have the following general form:
OTjμ1,...,μj =Ogμ1,...,μj +Oλμ1,...,μj +Oφμ1,...,μj , (2.5)
OΣjμ1,...,μj = −2(j − 1)Ogμ1,...,μj +Oλμ1,...,μj +
2
3
(j + 1)Oφμ1,...,μj , (2.6)
OΞjμ1,...,μj = −
j − 1
j + 2O
g
μ1,...,μj +Oλμ1,...,μj −
j + 1
j
Oφμ1,...,μj . (2.7)
The combination of the anomalous dimensions for these operators sandwiched between some 
(gauge field, gaugino or scalar) state will give the universal anomalous dimension with an ap-
propriate shifted argument and with a corresponding normalization factor. For example, in the 
leading order the anomalous dimension matrix is (see [5] or [55]):
γ (0)gg = −4S1(j) +
4
j − 1 −
4
j
+ 4
j + 1 −
4
j + 2 , γ
(0)
λg =
8
j
− 16
j + 1 +
16
j + 2 ,
γ
(0)
φg =
12
j + 1 −
12
j + 2 , γ
(0)
gλ =
4
j − 1 −
4
j
+ 2
j + 1 , γ
(0)
λφ =
8
j
,
γ
(0)
φλ =
6
j + 1 , γ
(0)
λλ = −4S1(j) +
4
j
− 4
j + 1 , γ
(0)
gφ =
4
j − 1 −
4
j
,
γ
(0)
φφ = −4S1(j). (2.8)
Sandwiched the operator from Eq. (2.5) between the different states we obtain the following 
combinations of the corresponding anomalous dimensions
γgg + γλg + γφg = γ (0)uni (j), (2.9)
γgλ + γλλ + γφλ = γ (0)uni (j), (2.10)
γgφ + γλφ + γφφ = γ (0)uni (j), (2.11)
which will have the same value S1(j − 2).
Next, sandwiched the operator from Eq. (2.6) between the different states we obtain the fol-
lowing combinations of the corresponding anomalous dimensions
γgg − 12(j − 1)γλg +
1
3
j + 1
j − 1γφg = γ
(0)
uni (j + 2), (2.12)
−2(j − 1)γgλ + γλλ + 23 (j + 1)γφλ = γ
(0)
uni (j + 2), (2.13)
−3j − 1γgφ + 3 γλφ + γφφ = γ (0)uni (j + 2), (2.14)j + 1 2(j + 1)
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The last, sandwiched the operator from Eq. (2.7) between the different states we obtain the 
following combinations of the corresponding anomalous dimensions
γgg − j + 2
j − 1γλg +
j + 1
j
j + 2
j − 1γφg = γ
(0)
uni (j + 4), (2.15)
−j − 1
j + 2γgλ + γλλ −
j + 1
j
γφλ = γ (0)uni (j + 4), (2.16)
j − 1
j + 2
j
j + 1γgφ −
j
j + 1γλφ + γφφ = γ
(0)
uni (j + 4), (2.17)
where again the diagonal elements are normalized to unity. These combinations have the same 
value S1(j + 2).
Eqs. (2.9)–(2.17) can considerable simplify the calculations of a higher moments for the uni-
versal anomalous dimension γuni(j). Thus, if we want to calculate the eighth moment of the 
universal anomalous dimension γuni(8) we can use one from Eqs. (2.15)–(2.17) and we will need 
the operators of Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) only with j = 4. Moreover we can further simplify our calcu-
lations, because the computations of the different operators (2.1)–(2.3) sandwiched between the 
different states may differ considerably (for example, the computation of the anomalous dimen-
sion of gauge field operator (2.1) sandwiched between the gauge fields is much complicated with 
compare to all other cases).
From our experience the simplest operator is the gaugino operator (2.2). So, we take the 
second lines in the above equations with the combinations of the anomalous dimensions, i.e. 
Eqs. (2.10), (2.13) and (2.16):
γgλ + γλλ + γφλ = γ (0)uni (j), (2.18)
−2(j − 1)γgλ + γλλ + 23 (j + 1)γφλ = γ
(0)
uni (j + 2), (2.19)
−j − 1
j + 2γgλ + γλλ −
j + 1
j
γφλ = γ (0)uni (j + 4). (2.20)
We have three equations and six unknowns in a general case. For any particular values of j , 
for example j = 2, if we fix γ (0)uni (j = 2), γ (0)uni (j + 2 = 4) from the previous computations and 
calculate γλλ(j = 2) then we can obtain the result for γ (0)uni (j + 4 = 6) without any calculation of 
γgλ and γφλ. Then we can proceed with the following j = 4 to obtain γ (0)uni (8) and so on. Thus 
we need to calculate the anomalous dimension of operator (2.2) with j = 4 sandwiched between 
the gaugino state.
In alternative and even in a more simple way we can calculate the anomalous dimension γλφ of 
operator (2.2) with j = 4 sandwiched between the scalar state. In this case we need the following 
three equations with j = 4
γgφ + γλφ + γφφ = γ (0)uni (j), (2.21)
−3j − 1
j + 1γgφ +
3
2(j + 1)γλφ + γφφ = γ
(0)
uni (j + 2), (2.22)
j − 1
j + 2
j
j + 1γgφ −
j
j + 1γλφ + γφφ = γ
(0)
uni (j + 4), (2.23)
which should be solved with known values of γ (0)(4), γ (0)(6) and γλφ(4).uni uni
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If we go to the four loops we can do the same as in the leading order for the contribution to the 
universal anomalous dimension, which appears for the first time at this order because there are 
no additional contributions from the renormalizations (see, however, below). We already used 
this property for our previous four-loop calculations [17,54].
Thus, according to Eqs. (2.18)–(2.20) or Eqs. (2.21)–(2.23) we need to calculate the anoma-
lous dimension γλλ(4) or γλφ(4) and look only at the pole with quartic Casimir operator 
d44 = N2(N2 + 36)/24. This can be done with our program BAMBA based on the algorithm 
of Laporta [56], which we used in our previous calculations. Laporta’s algorithm allows to re-
duce with the help of an integration-by-parts identities all Feynman integrals to the finite (and 
small) numbers of a master-integrals. We used, following Ref. [57] (see also Refs. [58–60] for 
details), the infra-red rearrangement (IRR) procedure which reduce a propagator-type diagrams 
to a fully massive tadpole diagrams, but produce some new difficulties related with an appearance 
of a non-gauge-invariant operators (see below). For the reduction of the newly appeared Feyn-
man integrals with a higher powers of denominators and numerators we considerably improved 
our MATHEMATICA code BAMBA.
The calculations of all diagrams were performed with FORM [61], using FORM package 
COLOR [62] for evaluation of the color traces and with the Feynman rules for N = 4 SYM 
theory from Ref. [63] and from Ref. [64] for the operator Oλμ1,...,μN with the different number of 
the gauge fields and with projectors from Refs. [64,65]. For the dealing with a huge number of 
diagrams we use a program DIANA [66], which call QGRAF [67] to generate all diagrams.
Practically, all computations are divided into three parts: calculation of the planar-based dia-
grams, calculation of the non-planar-based diagrams and a renormalization. At four loops in the 
method, which we used, there are two basic parent topologies for the fully massive tadpoles: pla-
nar and non-planar (see Fig. 1). All other topologies (see Ref. [60]) can be obtained by canceling 
one and more lines inside the parent topologies.
We use a slightly different codes for the calculations of the diagrams with these two different 
topologies. Moreover, this allows to have an additional test of the correctness of calculations, 
because separately the results for all diagrams with planar and non-planar parent topologies will 
have a complicated structure, i.e. include a higher poles and a lot of special numbers like ζi
and others, while in the sum the final result should contain only the first poles with ζ5 and ζ3
(probably, ζ4). Indeed, we obtain for γˆλλ and γˆλφ anomalous dimensions (which are the parts of 
γλλ and γλφ) the following results:
γˆ
(3),np
λλ (4) =
(
12 901
225
− 68
3
S2 + 417 0912430 ζ3 −
9962
15
ζ5
)
48g8
N2c
, (2.24)
γˆ
(3),np
λφ (4) =
(
809 357 + 91 943S2 + 742 594 303ζ3 − 23 072ζ5
)
48g8
2 , (2.25)1728 450 466 560 9 Nc
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to the renormalization of the mass m2 of vector field (b) and the proportional to m2 four vector-field operator (c).
where S2 is a special number like ζi (see Ref. [60]), which should be absent in the final result.
As it was mentioned above, because the non-planar contribution appears for the first time 
at the four loops then it should not have any renormalization. However, this is correct only for 
the gauge-invariant operators. In our method of calculation (see Refs. [58,60]) we introduce an 
auxiliary mass in the denominator of all propagators in Feynman integrals to reduce a propagator-
type scalar diagrams to a tadpole-type diagrams, what considerably simplify the reduction to the 
master-integrals. In the final result this auxiliary mass will be absent, but it can produce a gauge-
non-invariant operators. In the calculation of a wave function renormalization constants such 
new gauge-non-invariant operator is a mass of the vector field Aμ
m2AμAμ, (2.26)
which should be renormalized in addition to the usual renormalization and will give contribution 
under the renormalization.
In our case we can construct several such operators, which are proportional to m2, but we 
have found, that for the non-planar contribution only following one is relevant
m2Aμ1Aμ2Aμ3Aμ4, (2.27)
which is presented on Fig. 2(a) and it should contain the fermion operator Oλμ1,μ2,μ3,μ4 from 
Eqs. (2.2) inside a blob. Its appearance is very similar to the appearance of the vector field 
mass (2.26), i.e. two diagrams in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) have the same divergences, because 
the fermion operator with five line (three external gauge fields) in Fig. 2(c) don’t change the 
internal structure of diagram in Fig. 2(b) (but there are the contributions from another diagrams, 
of course).
We computed the one-loop renormalization for this operator keep all Lorentz and color in-
dices. Then, we insert it into corresponding three-loop diagrams. In the case of γλλ anomalous 
dimension there is only one diagram Fig. 3(a), which gives non-zero contribution. In the case of 
γλφ anomalous dimension there are five such diagrams Fig. 3(b).
So, we obtain the following contributions from the gauge-non-invariant operator Fig. 2(a) to 
γλλ and γλφ anomalous dimensions:
γ
(3),np,ren
λλ (4) =
(
−4
3
+ 68
3
S2 + 3781486 ζ3
)
48g8
N2c
, (2.28)
γ
(3),np,ren
λφ (4) =
(
71 999
8640
− 91 943
450
S2 − 35 081 983466 560 ζ3
)
48g8
N2c
. (2.29)
Collecting correspondingly Eqs. (2.24) and (2.28) and Eqs. (2.25) and (2.29) we obtain
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to the anomalous dimensions γλλ and γλφ .
γ
(3),np
λλ (4) =
(
12 601
225
+ 8074
45
ζ3 − 996215 ζ5
)
48g8
N2c
, (2.30)
γ
(3),np
λφ (4) =
(
21 452
45
+ 13 648
9
ζ3 − 23 0729 ζ5
)
48g8
N2c
. (2.31)
In both cases S2 is exactly canceled, while other parts are slightly changed, except of ζ5 contri-
bution.
Substitute the obtained results (2.30) and (2.31) correspondingly into Eqs. (2.18)–(2.20) or 
Eqs. (2.21)–(2.23) we obtain the same result for the non-planar (or color subleading) contribution 
to the eighth moment of the universal anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators:
γ
(3)
uni,np(8) =
49
600
(1357 + 434ζ3 − 11 760ζ5). (2.32)
Note again, that we obtain the same result in two different ways: from γ (3),npλλ (4) and 
Eqs. (2.18)–(2.20) and from γ (3),npλφ (4) and Eqs. (2.21)–(2.23). This gives an additional con-
firmation of the correctness of our result.
From Eqs. (1.3), (1.4) and (2.32) we can see one interesting future: an overall factor is pro-
portional to S1(j − 2), i.e. the general expression for the color subleading contribution to the 
universal anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators may have the following form
γ
(3)
uni,np(j) = S1(j − 2) ×
[
. . . , Si1,i2,...(j), . . . , ζi, . . .
]
, (2.33)
where brackets contain all other possible terms.
The ζ5 part of the result (2.32) coincide with the prediction from the general expression for 
the ζ5 contribution to the non-planar four-loop universal anomalous dimension, suggested in 
Ref. [52]:
γ
(3)
uni,np,ζ5(N) = −160S21(N − 2) (2.34)
with
γ
(3)
uni,np(N) =
(
γ
(3)
uni,np,ζ5(N)ζ5 + γ
(3)
uni,np,ζ3(N)ζ3 + γ
(3)
uni,np,rational(N)
) 48
2 . (2.35)Nc
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that the ζ3 part of (2.32) does not coincide with any from these predictions. Moreover, we tried 
to reconstruct the ζ3 contribution and/or the general result for the non-planar contribution to 
the four-loop universal anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators with the help of the methods, 
developed in our previous work [68] (see also Refs. [50,69]), using all possible basis from the 
harmonic sums, but unfortunately we have not found any reasonable solution.
3. Discussion
In this paper we present the result (2.32) for the eighth moment of the non-planar contribution 
to the four-loop universal anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators in N = 4 SYM theory, 
which was computed by the full direct diagrammatic calculations. The obtained result confirmed 
the general form of ζ5 contribution (2.34) suggested by us in Ref. [52], while did not allow 
reconstruct a general form of ζ3 and rational parts due to breaking of some properties, which we 
used for the reconstructions in the planar limit. We are going to continue to study of a suitable 
basis and the calculations of the higher even moments with the help of Eqs. (2.18)–(2.23), or 
odd moments for other relevant operators. Nevertheless, we want to stress again two interesting 
futures of our results:
1. The result for Konishi is very simple and contains only ζ5 contribution:
γ
4-loop, np
Konishi = γ (3)uni,np(j = 4) = −
17 280
N2c
ζ5g
8, g2 = g
2
YMNc
(4π)2
. (3.1)
That is, the result contains only the leading transcendental contribution. If this property will 
hold at the higher loops, then, probably, the general result for Konishi at any order may be 
obtained similarly to [70]. Moreover, looks rather reasonable, that the γ (3)uni,np(j) for j = 3
contains also only the leading transcendental contribution, that is
γ
(3)
uni,np(j = 3) = −
7680
N2c
ζ5g
8. (3.2)
As it was conjectured in [71] the anomalous dimension of the one impurity state in the 
β = 12 -deformed theory coincides with the anomalous dimension of the ZDZ-operator, or, 
in our notation, with γuni(j = 3). It would be interesting to compare our prediction (3.2) with 
the corresponding result in the β = 12 -deformed theory.
2. It seems, that the general result for the color subleading contribution to the four-loop uni-
versal anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators in N = 4 SYM theory have the following 
form:
γ
(3)
uni,np(j) = S1(j − 2) ×
[
. . . , Si1,i2,...(j − 2), . . . , ζi , . . .
]
, (3.3)
i.e., it is proportional to S1(j − 2). In the planar limit such part of the general result is 
responsible for a scaling function [24]. So, the non-planarity may be related directly with the 
scaling function.
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